Name:_____________________________________________ Period:______________ Date:_________
9th Grade American History

The French and Indian War
1. What 4 nations were building empires across the globe?
a. b. c. d. Directions: Mark each nations territory on the map

2. What region was the center of the land dispute?

3. Who claimed this region?

4. Who moved here first?

5. What were they doing there?

6. Why did the British begin to move there?

Directions: circle the region that made up the Ohio Valley:

7. Besides British trappers, who else moved onto the land?

8. Who followed them?

9. Why did they come here?

10. Who played a crucial role in deciding who would have control of the land?

Describe the relations between the British
and the Native Americans:

Describe the relations between the French
and the Native Americans

11. What was the French and Indian War a part of?

12. Where were these battles fought?
a. b. c. 13. What did the French do to strengthen their claims in the Ohio Valley?

Directions: mark where the French forts were built

14. How did the colonies feel about these forts?

15. What did the governor of Virginia do?

16. How did the French react?

17. What happened to Washington upon his return?

18. Where are the “Forks of the Ohio”? (Use your Brain)

19. What did he discover at the “Forks of the Ohio”?

20. Who did he fight?

21. Why did Washington and his men build Fort Necessity?

22. What happened here?

23. What was the purpose of the meeting between the Native Americans and the British?

24. What did the Albany Plan call for?

25. Who came up with it?

26. What did the colonies think of it?

27. What happened in 1755?

28. Who commanded them?

29. How was he used to fighting?

30. What did he insist on?

31. What was the outcome of this battle?

32. Why did king George appoint William Pitt as commander of the army?

33. What happened when the British captured Fort Duquesne?

34. What task was General James Wolfe Given?

35. Why was Quebec important to the French?

Describe the city of Quebec: Page 188)

36. What were the Plains of Abraham?

37. What happened in the battle of the Plains of Abraham?

___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

38. What French city did the British Capture next?

39. What ended the French and Indian War?

40. What three nations were included in the negations?

British
Gained

Lost

French
Kept

Gained

Lost

Spanish
Kept

Gained

Lost

Kept

Directions: Color the map to show where these nations owned territory in now America after the war

